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Preventing Escalation during Conventional 
Wars 
Performer: Dartmouth College 
Principal Investigator: Daryl Press 
Cost: $184,822 
Fiscal Year(s): 2014-2015 
Objective: 
The question motivating this project is, “How can nuclear 
deterrence be maintained in the midst of high-intensity conventional 
operations?” Building on their prior work, Daryl Press of 
Dartmouth College and Keir Lieber of Georgetown University will 
develop a new analytic framework to help identify the key escalatory 
triggers in relevant conflicts and the ways those triggers might be 
avoided without jeopardizing vital national security interests.  
This study will give military planners and commanders an analytic 
tool to develop military options that balance the twin goals of 
military effectiveness and escalation control; equip policy makers 
with the knowledge to evaluate those options; and enhance 
deterrence theory by adapting 30-year-old concepts of escalation 
control to the strategic realities of the 21st century battlefield.  
Approach: 
Press and Lieber will survey the extant literature on the logics of 
escalation, use unclassified data on recent U.S. military operations to 
categorize the targets of U.S. strikes in those operations, and gather 
feedback on a preliminary analytic framework from active duty U.S. 
planners and policy offices using scenarios in Korea and the Strait 
of Hormuz (Iran). Both investigators will conduct briefings upon 
completion of the final report.   
